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The failure of empirical exchange
rate models: Room for optimism?

Richard K. Lyons
U.C. Berkeley

Is there any room for optimism when assessing the empirical performance of exchange
rate models? Surprisingly, there is – in spite of countless surveys showing that at horizons
less than two years the explanatory power of empirical exchange rate models is essentially
zero. (The seminal finding dates back to Dick Meese and Ken Rogoff’s 1983 paper in the
Journal of International Economics, with recent surveys including the 1995 chapter in the
Handbook of International Economics by Jeff Frankel and Andy Rose and the 2002
Economic Policy Web Essay by Ken Rogoff.) How can this be?

There’s a sense in which the Meese-Rogoff “puzzle” has been resolved, and there’s a
sense in which it hasn't. There are two versions of the puzzle:

(1)  Macro variables cannot account for exchange rates empirically.

(2)  No well-specified model can account for exchange rates empirically.

The first version of the puzzle does indeed remain unresolved. (Read “exchange rates”
as referring to major floating rates against the U.S. dollar and “account for” as referring to
horizons less than two years.)  I take this first version to be the most faithful interpretation
of both the original Meese-Rogoff work and the subsequent surveys: these authors are
careful to refer to the relevant class of models as “structural macro,” or “traditional macro,”
or “canonical macro.”

On the other hand, the second version of the puzzle continues to trouble many people
who are not specialists in this area – yet this puzzle has been recently resolved. Further-
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more, its resolution may help us to understand why macro variables alone can’t do the job,
so the first version of the puzzle may not be such a puzzle after all.

The Broad Puzzle Resolved

In what sense, then, do we have a well-specified model that can account for exchange
rates empirically? The answer to this question requires a bit of background (because the
empirical approach is not from the tradition of macro econometrics). There is a large micro-
empirical literature (mostly in finance journals) that addresses the mechanism by which
security prices change. Important early papers in this line include the 1988 article by Larry
Glosten and Larry Harris, the 1991 article by Joel Hasbrouck, and the 1991 article by
Ananth Madhavan and Seymour Smidt. These papers, and a long line of subsequent
empirical papers, use transaction-level data to sort out exactly what is moving prices. Is it
public information that gets into price independently of trading? Or is price moving as a
function of trading itself, perhaps because trades convey information that is not observable
any other way (at least in the short run)? Importantly, these empirical techniques are firmly
grounded in the theoretical breakthroughs of the mid 1980s by Pete Kyle, Larry Glosten,
and Paul Milgrom. They have strong micro-foundations, and these include a precise account
of causality.

A 2002 paper by Martin Evans and myself applies this same micro-empirical approach to
the two largest floating exchange rate markets (dollar/DM and dollar/yen). Though we use
transaction-level data (newly available due to the advent of electronic trading in FX), we
estimate our micro-empirical model at the daily frequency. Unlike intraday nominal rates,
which display mean reversion, daily exchange rates are essentially a random walk, meaning
that past changes do not forecast subsequent changes. This means our explanations are as
relevant to the long horizons that interest macroeconomists as they are to short horizons.

What do we find? The flow of buy and sell transactions (namely the running tally of
buyer-initiated trades minus seller initiated trades) explains about two-thirds of the daily
variance in the dollar/DM rate and about one-half of the daily variance in the dollar/yen
rate. These results compare quite favorably to the macro-econometric models of exchange
rate determination, which generally explain less than five percent of exchange rate variation.
Other empirical work within this micro-empirical approach (such as that by Richard Payne
and Dagfinn Rime) finds broadly similar results. It is in this sense, then, that one can
disagree with the view that we have no well-specified models that can account for exchange
rates.

Though these results are consistent with the micro-foundations of the motivating micro
theory, they are not consistent with the micro-foundations of traditional macro theory. Why
not? In traditional macro exchange rate theory, all information relevant to exchange rates
(“fundamentals”) is publicly available, and the implications of that information for market-
clearing exchange rates are common knowledge. In this information environment, the
trading process (the flow of transacted buy and sell orders) cannot convey incremental
information about the appropriate level of the exchange rate, so transacted order flow
should not be relevant to price determination. (Thus, order flow is not equivalent to demand:
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in macro models, good news raises demand, which raises price, but rational agents are not
willing to transact at interim prices.) In the micro theory underlying our empirical approach,
in contrast, some types of information that are relevant to exchange rates are dispersed
throughout the economy, and are not immediately available to any one individual (or subset
of individuals) in aggregated form. In this information environment, market participants are
continually aggregating signals of dispersed information, and some of these signals take the
form of transacted orders in foreign exchange. The transacted orders, then, convey
information that needs to be aggregated in the price, which is why the trading process per se
is so important for price determination. (Does the FX market aggregate dispersed informa-
tion? Surely it does—that is a natural function of all securities markets.)

The Driving Variables:  Fundamentals = Macro?

Though these micro-empirical results resolve the broad puzzle, they are not fully satis-
fying. Only when one has uncovered what is driving transacted order flow will this
approach be complete. (Order flow is a proximate cause, not the underlying cause, of
exchange rate movements.) Uncovering the drivers would also resolve the narrow puzzle of
macro variables’ inability to account for exchange rates. So let me offer some perspective
on the current direction of research.

Understanding order flow amounts to understanding what information it conveys. Within
asset pricing more broadly, there are two basic types of information: information about
expected payoffs to holding the asset (dividends in a dividend-discount model of stock
prices, or interest differentials in FX, for example) and information about discount rates
(sometimes referred to as information about expected returns, or, more recently, as
information about pricing kernels). Disentangling these two drivers of asset-price changes is
the focus of much recent empirical work (by John Campbell and Bob Shiller, for example).
A punch line of that empirical work is that most (e.g., 70 percent) of variation in (aggregate)
equity values appears to be due to changes in discount rates rather than to changes in
expected payoffs.

Now, in foreign exchange, it is important to recognize that the macro models addressed
empirically by Dick Meese and Ken Rogoff are all models that define the term “fundamen-
tals” narrowly to include only drivers of expected payoffs; this notion of fundamentals does
not include any drivers of equilibrium discount rates. (Put differently, the narrow category
of fundamentals in traditional macro models would affect price even in a risk neutral world,
whereas fundamentals related to discount rates play a role only in a world where risk affects
prices.) If foreign exchange is similar to equity in that changing expectations of payoffs
(narrow fundamentals) are not driving much monthly variation in prices, then empirical
models based on those narrow fundamentals would be expected to do poorly. Consistent
with this, if the information that transacted order flows are helping the market to aggregate
is largely discount rate information, then order flows would be expected to perform
favorably in similar regressions, as they do.
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Though conceptually reasonable, this explanation for the ability of order flow to account
for exchange rates requires different-currency assets to be imperfect substitutes. As an
empirical matter, imperfect substitutability across different-currency assets is still an open
issue. Though increasingly used as a basis for theoretical work (see recent papers by
Cavallo et al. and Martin and Rey), there is still the nagging reality of poor empirical
performance by models of imperfect substitutability (see a long line of tests of the portfolio
balance model of exchange rates). Without more confirming evidence that substitutability is
imperfect, the theoretical possibility that order flow is conveying dispersed information
relevant to discount rates remains just that, a possibility. (The large literature documenting
home-country bias in portfolios is suggestive of imperfect substitutability, but the bias may
be due to other factors.)

Is there any way to understand why order flow conveys information without having to
appeal to a broadened set of fundamentals (i.e., discount-rate-related variables)? Yes.
Suppose market participants draw different insights about future payoffs from common
macroeconomic data—narrow fundamentals. (Those with superior ability, we might
imagine, would likely be managing international assets in a hedge fund, mutual fund, bank
proprietary trading desk, etc.) In this setting, the orders of high-ability participants convey
information about their changing expectations, which is then impounded in price. If this
story were true, then one would expect order flow to forecast future narrow fundamentals
(relative interest rates, money supplies, output levels, etc.). Moreover, to be consistent with
the Meese-Rogoff findings, the narrow fundamentals that order flow is forecasting would
have to be largely beyond the one-year horizon. This is conceivable, but not so likely

Measured Optimism for the Next Step

What are the next steps toward resolving, potentially, the Meese-Rogoff puzzle in its
narrow form? Within the micro-empirical approach, three strategies are emerging. The first
strategy addresses the story of the previous paragraph (different insights about payoffs) by
examining whether order flow has the predicted forecasting power over macro fundamen-
tals. (Under this story, the exchange rate is informationally very efficient: order flow serves
to “telescope” dispersed information about distant payoffs into current price.) Only recently
have data on FX order flow of sufficient length for this analysis become available. (See
related survey results by Gehrig and Menkhoff.)

The second strategy within the micro-empirical approach that may shed light on the
Meese-Rogoff puzzle in its narrow form relies on disaggregation. That is, a nice property of
order flow (relative to price) is that one can split it into pieces and ask whether some of the
pieces have more price impact, dollar for dollar, and if so, whose orders are the most
informationally potent. Evidence along these lines suggests that the price impact of orders
does indeed depend on the source: the trades of financial institutions have much greater
price impact, dollar for dollar, than the trades of non-financial institutions (see the 2001
book by Lyons). This casts new light on the underlying information structure: who has the
information and what type of information that is likely to be.
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The third strategy that may shed light on the Meese-Rogoff puzzle in its narrow form
uses an event-study approach focusing on macro announcements. As noted above, publicly
observed macro announcements do not induce systematic buying or systematic selling under
the information-economic assumptions of traditional macro models. (Though trading
volume may occur in response to announcements in traditional models—perhaps due to
idiosyncratic portfolio rebalancing—there is no reason to expect order flow, i.e., no reason
to expect trades to be initiated systematically on the buy side or on the sell side.) Early work
along these lines suggests instead that even at times when the market is digesting an-
nouncements, order flow plays a central role in price adjustment (perhaps because market
participants do not agree on the implications of the commonly observed data for market-
clearing exchange rates; see Evans and Lyons 2001).

Finally, a couple of limitations of the micro-empirical approach deserve note. First, order
flow data are not yet as readily available as the macro data used to estimate structural macro
models. And many of the order flow datasets that do exist reflect such a small share of the
type of trading being analyzed that firm conclusions are difficult (for instance, data that
cover a small percentage of trading may produce little evidence of flow effects on price only
because errors in variables implies low statistical power). Second, empirical identification of
order flow’s information content depends, in essence, on an ability to identify for every
transaction which of the two  demand curves has shifted (the other counter-party’s trade
representing induced movement along a given demand curve; in the micro-empirical
literature, the former is termed the “initiator” or the “aggressor”.) This is sometimes
difficult, depending on market structure (a dealer market versus an auction market, for
example) and depending on the richness of the data available.
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